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Summary
The project used the temporal variation in environmental 14C/C since 1955 to probe the 
turnover of carbon in proteins of the human lens. We investigated whether different protein 
fractions possess different ages using 14C bomb pulse. Adult human lenses obtained from tissue 
banks were concentrically dissected by gently removing cell layers in water or shaved to the 
nucleus with a curved micrometer controlled blade.  Cells were lysed and proteins were 
separated into water-soluble and water-insoluble fractions.  Small molecules were removed by 
the use of 3 kDa spin filters. The 14C/C was measured in paired protein fractions by accelerator 
mass spectrometry and an average age was assigned using the 14C bomb pulse. Layers and lens 
nuclei were also analyzed by protein MS to determine the major proteins in the samples.  
Proteins were separated by HPLC and elutions were pooled in an attempt to produce samples 
large enough for isotope analysis.

The distribution of water-soluble proteins changed with age as we moved from out layers (young 
cells) to inner layers (old cells).  The most striking change in soluble protein measurement with 
aging was the near complete loss of B2 in the nucleus.  Other crystalline proteins that 
experienced relative losses with age were A3, A4, and A.  The variation of in the distribution 
of protein expression with cell age is the topic of a paper in preparation by N. Nguyen based on 
his dissertation data. 

The mass of water-soluble proteins was distributed across about 20 different proteins.  From 
previous experience, we knew that gel separation would not for isotope analyses of separated 
proteins.  The gels can never be completely removed from the protein and the petroleum-derived 
carbon in the gels skews isotope ratios.  Proteins needed to be kept in the liquid phase for 
separations.  A micro-rotofor could not adequately separate the proteins and high levels of 
carbon in proprietary buffers resisted complete removal. A HPLC was used that could separate 
proteins, but its recovery efficiency was too low to acquire samples large enough for isotope 
analysis. The quantity of recoverable purified individual proteins was too small to make 14C/C 
analyses as intended in specific aim #1 of the proposal. 

Specific aim #2 of the proposal was to elucidate the trends for the rate of protein turnover 
among the chronologically stratified regions of healthy human lenses and investigate bomb 
carbon incorporation into the lens nucleus of donors born after the 1963 peak of the 14C bomb-



pulse or who reached middle age prior to 1955.  We were unable to obtain viable lenses of 
donors who had reached middle age before 1955 (born before 1915). We did obtain many lenses
from donors 60-85 years old. The water-insoluble fractions possessed 14C/C ratios consistent 
with the age of the cells. The water-soluble fractions contained carbon younger than the paired 
water-insoluble fraction in all cases. The amount of new carbon in proteins was consistent with 
annual carbon turnover of about 1% throughout life.  A single younger, donor had a larger 
difference between soluble and insoluble carbon isotope ratios, consistent with 2-3% annual 
turnover, suggesting that carbon turnover may decrease or cease with age.  As the first direct 
evidence for carbon turnover in protein from adult human nuclear fiber cells, this discovery 
supports the emerging view of the lens nucleus as a dynamic system capable of maintaining 
homeostasis in part by protein production or repair and intricate transport mechanisms. This 
finding implies that the lens plays an active role in the aversion of age related nuclear (ARN) 
cataract through protein production or repair.
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